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Abstract

Checked exceptions improve the robustness of software, but they also decrease
its adaptability because they must be propagated explicitly, and because they
must often be handled even if they cannot be thrown. Anchored exception
declarations solve both problems by allowing a method to declare its exceptional
behavior in terms of other methods.

The original type checking analyses for anchored exception declarations,
however, are not modular. In this paper, we present algorithms for modu-
lar verification of soundness in an object-oriented language without parametric
polymorphism.
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1. Introduction

Anchored exception declarations offer a solution to two important prob-
lems with checked exceptions [1]. With an anchored exception declaration
like e.m(e), a method n indicates that it can throw the exceptions that can
be thrown by a call e.m(e). The exceptions thrown by the referenced method
m are thus propagated instead of being copy & pasted into the list of excep-
tions of method n. As a result, changes in the exceptional behavior of method
m automatically apply to method n. In addition, the compiler can reduce the
set of possible exceptions for a specific invocation of n if the additional type
information about the target and the arguments at the call site reveals that the
method call will select a version of m that throws fewer exceptions than the
method referenced at the declaration site.

1Marko van Dooren is a Postdoctoral researchers of the Fund for Scientific Research -
Flanders (F.W.O. Vlaanderen).

2Marko van Dooren is the corresponding author.
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To ensure that no unexpected checked exceptions can occur at run-time,
the type checker uses two type checks. First, the allowed exception analysis
computes which exceptions are allowed to be thrown by a particular method
call. Second, the conformance analysis checks that a method does not throw
an exception that is not allowed by its exception clause, and that this excep-
tion clause does not allow more exceptions than the exception clauses of the
overridden methods.

In the original type checker [1], however, neither algorithm could deal with
loops in the graph defined by the anchored exception declarations. Therefore,
the original type checker did not allow such loops. Because this restriction
requires a whole-program analysis, the original type checking algorithms were
not modular. In addition, loops are required for mutually recursive methods.

The contribution of this paper is the presentation of modular algorithms for
allowed exception analysis and exception conformance analysis that allow loops
in an object-oriented language without parametric polymorphism.

Overview

Section 2 briefly explains anchored exception declarations. Section 3 defines
an algorithm for allowed exception analysis for anchored exception declarations
without bounded parametric polymorphism. Section 4 shows how modular ex-
ception conformance analysis can be decided. Section 5 discusses related work,
and we conclude in Section 6.

2. Overview of Anchored Exception Declarations

We now give a brief introduction to anchored exception declarations. The
details and motivation are presented in the original paper [1].

2.1. Problem Statement

While checked exceptions improve the robustness of software, they also de-
crease its flexibility. On the one hand, they increase the robustness of software
by ensuring that no unexpected checked exceptions can be thrown at run-time.
On the other hand, they decrease the adaptability of software because they
must be propagated explicitly, and must often be handled even if they cannot
be signalled.

Figure 1 illustrates the reduced adaptability. Method fourth can throw
checked exceptions of type E1 or ones of its subtypes. Methods second and
third propagate the exception. while method first handles the exception.
When a new type of exception E2 can be thrown by fourth, every method that
invokes fourth must either handle the exception or explicitly propagate it by
adding it to its exception clause. As a result, a wave of changes propagate along
every call chain that includes fourth until the exception is handled. But in
most cases, methods that simply propagate all exceptions will also propagate the
newly added exception. In the example, it is most likely that first will handle
the exception. The fact that first and fourth must be adapted means that the
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void first() {
try {second();}
catch(E1 e) {...}
catch(E2 e) {...} // Good change

}
void second() throws E1 ,E2 {third();} // Bad change
void third() throws E1 ,E2 {fourth();} // Bad change
void fourth() throws E1 ,E2 { // Good change

{... throw new E1(); ...

... throw new E2(); ...} // New exception

Figure 1: Checked exception reduce the adaptability of software.

abstract class A {
void template() throws Exception; {...hook()...}
abstract void hook() throws Exception;

}

class B extends A {
void hook() throws E1 {... throw new E1(); ...}
void doSomething() throws E1 {

try {...template()...}
catch(RuntimeException exc) {throw exc;}
catch(E1 exc) {throw exc;}
catch(Exception exc) {throw new Error();}

}
}

Figure 2: Exceptions must be handled even if the cannot be thrown.

approach works since the exceptional behavior of these methods has changed.
But the methods second and third must also be modified, even though their
exceptional behavior has not changed. They propagated all exceptions before,
and they still propagate all exceptions after the change.

Figure 2 illustrates why exceptions must be handled even if the programmer
knows that they cannot be thrown. Method template in class A calls method
hook and must thus add Exception to its exception clause. Method hook in
class B can only throw E1 Even though the programmer knows that the call to
template in doSomething can only throw E1, he must write useless exception
handlers to block Exception and propagate RuntimeException and E1. The
compiler cannot use the context information to narrow the exception clause to
E1. As a result, this is a very long way to write template().

In both cases, the problem is caused by a lack of flexibility of the excep-
tion clause. The implementation of a method can incorporate the behavior of
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ExceptionClause ::= throws ExceptionDeclaration+
ExceptionDeclaration ::= AbsoluteDeclaration | AnchoredDeclaration
AbsoluteDeclaration ::= Identifier
AnchoredDeclaration ::= like MethodExpression FilterClause?
FilterClause ::= (propagating ( ExceptionList ))?

(blocking ( ExceptionList ))?
ExceptionList ::= Identifier ( , ExceptionList)*
MethodExpression ::= MethodInvocation allowing types as expressions

Figure 3: A grammar for anchored exception declarations.

another method by invoking it. Similarly, the contract of a method can incor-
porate the contract of another method by using it in its postconditions. As
a result, changes in the implementation and contract of the latter method are
automatically reflected in the behavior and the contract of the former method.
But to specify its exceptional behavior, a method can only copy & paste excep-
tion types from other methods. Therefore, changes to the exceptional behavior
of the latter method must be incorporated manually in the former method.

2.2. Anchored Exception Declarations

Anchored exception declarations allow a method to specify not only which
exceptions can be thrown, but also where they come from. Figure 3 shows the
syntax for anchored exception declarations. An anchored exception declaration
consists of the keyword like followed by a method expression and optional prop-
agating and blocking clauses. The method expression determines the method
from which the exception specification is incorporated, and can be any method
invocation that is valid in the context of the method header, including the for-
mal parameters of the method. By substituting the arguments of a particular
method invocation, the compiler may be able to derive that the exceptions come
from a more specific method for that particular method invocation. If the more
specific method throws less exceptions than the originally referenced method,
the compiler can narrow the set of potential exceptions.

An anchored exception declaration like t.m(e) specifies that a method can
throw the exceptions that are thrown by the invocation t.m(e). Optional prop-
agating and blocking clauses can be used to filter the exceptions. An exception
is only allowed to be propagated when it is a subtype of one of the propagated
types and if it is not a subtype of one of the blocked types. The default prop-
agating and blocking clauses propagate all exceptions and block no exceptions.
A method can specify an arbitrary number of anchored exception declarations
and exception types in its exception clause (the throws clause in Java).

Type names can be used as expressions in anchored exception declarations
because sometimes the actual arguments of the corresponding invocation in the
method body are not visible outside the method body, or because the program-
mer wants to hide such details. The types of the target and the arguments must
at least be known to determine the parent class of the referenced method, and
to resolve potential ambiguities caused by syntactic overloading [2].
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class A {
void template() throws like hook() {

. . . hook(). . .
}
abstract void hook() throws Exception;

}

class B extends A {
void hook() throws E1 {...throw new E1(); ...}
// No useless exception handlers
void doSomething() throws E1 {...template()...}

}

Figure 4: The Template Method pattern using anchored exception declarations.

The example in Figure 4 shows how anchored exception declarations can be
exploited to reduce the set of thrown exceptions at the call-site. The template
method of class A blames the hook method for all checked exceptions by spec-
ifying like hook() in its exception clause. The hook method specifies that it
can throw any Exception. Class B extends A, and provides a hook method that
can throw only E1. In the doSomething method of B, the template method is
invoked. Thanks to the anchored exception declaration, the compiler can deter-
mine that B.doSomething can only throw E1, so no useless exception handlers
must be written.

If we now add exception E2 to B.hook, the compiler will derive that the
call to template in B.doSomething can also throw E2. It will therefore force
the programmer to modify the exception clause or handle the exception. Note
that the programmer does not have to use exception types in the exception
clause of B.doSomething. The exception clause could be like template()

when all exceptions are propagated. If only E1 is propagated, the exception
clause could be either like template() propagating E1 or like template()

blocking E2. Which of both clauses should be used depends on the semantics
of B.doSomething. If it should only propagate E1, the former clause should
be used. In this case, the compiler will report an error if a new exception E3

is added to B.hook, since it is neither handled in B.doSomething nor allowed
by its exception clause. If it should only block E2, the latter clause should be
used. In this case, the compiler will not report an error in B.doSomething, but
derive that it can now also throw E3. Therefore the clients of B.doSomething
will have to handle the exception.

Note that anchored exception declarations do not necessarily violate the
principle of information hiding. In many situations, such as with the Template
Method, Strategy, and many other design patterns [3], the programmer must
already know that the implementation of a method will delegate part of the
work to a particular other method. The Strategy pattern is perhaps the best
example, as its entire purpose is to incorporate the behavior of methods of an
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object provided by the client. If those methods are not actually invoked, the
software does not function properly.

To guarantee that no unexpected checked exceptions can occur at run-time,
the type checker performs two analyses: an allowed exception analysis, and a
conformance analysis. The allowed exception analysis determines which excep-
tions are allowed to be thrown by a method or a method call. The conformance
analysis checks that a method does not allow more exceptions than the overrid-
den methods, and that its method body cannot throw an exception when it is
not allowed by its exception clause.

3. Allowed Exception Analysis

The allowed exception analysis determines which checked exceptions are al-
lowed to be thrown by a method based on the exception clause of the method.
Whether or not these exceptions are actually thrown is not analyzed. An un-
caught exception analysis checks the implementation of a method to determine
which unchecked (or checked) exceptions can actually be thrown by that method
– and thus are leaked by that method.

The allowed exception analysis assumes that no method allows an exception
if that exception is not allowed by the overridden methods. This rule is enforced
by the exception conformance analysis, which is discussed in Section 4. An
uncaught exception analysis, however, cannot make that assumption since it
also deals with unchecked exceptions, so there is no exceptional specification. It
must therefore also analyze all overriding methods of an invoked method, and
aggregate the exceptions.

For traditional checked exceptions, as used in Java, the allowed exception
analysis simply returns the types in the throws clause of the method. An allowed
exception analysis for anchored exception declarations must also incorporate the
exceptions that can be thrown by methods referenced by anchored exception
declarations. For an anchored exception declaration t.m(e), this means recur-
sively replacing the implicit and formal parameters in the exception clause of
the referenced method by t and e, and applying any filter clauses.

We illustrate the analysis for the invocation of template in B.doSomething

in Figure 4. We start with the original method call: template(). The excep-
tion clause of the called method is: like this.hook(), where this has type A.
Performing parameter substitution results in: like this.hook(), where this

now has type B instead of type A. Since this exception clause still contains an
anchored exception declaration, we repeat the process. Because we now know
that this has type B, we replace the exception clause with that of B.hook,
which is an empty exception clause. Therefore, the type checker knows that
B.doSomething cannot throw any checked exception, and therefore does not
have to mention a checked exception in its exception clause.

The process of replacing an anchored exception declaration by the exception
clause of the referenced method after parameter substitution is called expansion.
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class A { class B{
void m(B b) throws E . . . void m(A a) throws E

} }

public class Asub extends A{ public class Bsub extends B {
void m(B b) throws void m(A a) throws

like b.m(this) { like a.m(this) {
if (...) {b.m(this;)} if (...) {a.m(this;)}

} }
} }

Figure 5: Two individually correct extensions cannot be combined under the original algo-
rithm.

3.1. Loops In The Expansion Process

Because both the allowed exception analysis and the conformance analysis
apply expansion recursively, they can encounter methods that have already been
analyzed. In our original paper [1], we introduced a rule to forbid such loops
because we could not find a stop condition for the conformance analysis.

3.1.1. Modularity

A first reason for allowing loops is modularity. As demonstrated in the
analysis of the template() call in B.doSomething, expansion takes call-site
type information into account. Therefore, the loop check must not only check
the method m that is statically referenced by an anchored exception declaration,
but also every method that overrides m. After all, specific call-site information
may cause the expansion process to select one of those methods instead of the
originally referenced version m. As such, added a new method to the program
can create a loop that did not exist before. This means that the analysis must
be done again if a new class is added to the program. For the same reason, two
separate extensions that are individually correct may be invalid in combination,
prohibiting modular extension of the software.

This is illustrated in Figure 5. Suppose our program contains classes A and
B. Adding only Asub or only Bsub is allowed. But if both classes are added,
the loop checker will report an error. The program is invalid even though all
modules are valid in isolation.

It is important to note that the look check that causes the combination of
two correct extension to be rejected has nothing to do with the actual program
behavior. The rule only exists to prevent the analysis from entering an infinite
loop. With a stopping condition that does not introduce false negatives or false
positives in the analysis results, we can remove the check. As a result, there
would be no need to re-check the program after adding both Asub and Bsub.
Instead, the analysis results from Asub and Bsub could be combined.
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class S1{ class S2{
m1(S2 s2) throws E1, m2(S1 s1) throws E2,

like s2.m2(this) { like s1.m1(this) {
. . . throw new E1() . . . . . . throw new E2() . . .
. . . s2.m2(this) . . . } . . . s1.m1(this) . . . }

} }

// subclasses in which the methods throw no exceptions themselves
class SafeS1 extends S1{ class SafeS2 extends S2{
m1(S2 s2) throws like s2.m2(this) m2(S1 s1) throws like s1.m1(this)
{. . . s2.m2(this) . . . } {. . . s1.m1(this) . . . }

} }

// different combinations throw different exceptions
S1 s1 = . . . ; S2 s2 = . . . ; SafeS1 safe1 = . . . ; SafeS2 safe2 = . . . ;

s1.m1(s2); s2.m2(s1); // both invocations can throw E1 and E2
safe1.m1(s2); s2.m2(safe1); // both invocations can throw E2
s1.m1(safe2); safe2.m2(s1); // both invocations can throw E1
safe1.m1(safe2); safe2.m2(safe1); // no checked exceptions

Figure 6: Expansion loops in mutually recursive methods.

3.1.2. Mutually Recursive Methods

A second reason for allowing loops is that loops are required to deal with
mutually recursive methods. Consider the example in Figure 6, which shows two
classes that each implement the Strategy pattern [3]. The classes have mutually
recursive methods m1 and m2 that respectively throw exceptions of types E1

and E2, in addition to the exceptions originating from the sibling method of
the actual argument. For both classes, we create a safe subclass where the
methods no longer throw exceptions themselves, but only propagate exceptions
originating from the sibling method of the actual argument. Therefore, if we
use different combinations of both strategies, the invocations can throw different
exceptions in each case, as shown in the example. Without permitting a loop
in the anchor chain, the analysis cannot reduce the set of possible exceptions,
as at least one of both methods would have to mention both E1 and E2 in its
exception clause in order to break the loop.

If we perform an allowed exception analysis for call s1.m1(s2), we get the
following situation. After expansion, s1.m1(s2) is transformed into E1, like

s2.m2(s1). The next step results in E1,E2, like s1.m1(s2), which in turn is
transformed into E1, E2,like s2.m2(s1), resulting in an infinite loop in the
absence of a proper stop condition. In the remainder of this section, we define
a procedure that always terminates while remaining sound.
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cls ::= class T ⊳ T {M} class
T ::= Identifier type name
M ::= T m(T x) EC {e} method
EC ::= ED exception clause
ED ::= abs|anchor exception declaration
abs ::= T absolute exception declaration
anchor ::= like e.m(e)prop?block? anchored exception declaration
prop ::= E P propagating clause
block ::= 6E B blocking clause
P,B ::= {T} sets of types
e ::= x|this local variable read

try {e} catch (T x) {e} try-catch
throw e throw
e.m(e) method call
T type

Figure 7: Syntax for E.

3.2. A Language for Anchored Exception Declarations

Figure 7 shows the syntax definition of the language E , for which we will
define the allowed exception analysis and exception conformance analysis. The
E language contains only the elements that are required for type-based excep-
tion analysis for anchored exception declarations in an object-oriented language
without parametric polymorphism. Support for parametric polymorphism is
left out of E because it allows the occurrence of an infinite number of types dur-
ing the allowed exception analysis, making the halting problem of the analysis
undecidable. We discuss this problem and our ideas on how to solve it in more
detail in Section 4.5.2.

In addition to exception types, the exception clause of a method can also
contain anchored exception declarations. The filter clauses E P and 6E B re-
spectively denote that certain types of exceptions from the referenced method
are propagated or blocked. P and B denote sets of types. Both filter clauses
are optional, and can be combined. The default filter clauses are E ⊤ and 6E ∅,
denoting that all exceptions are propagated and none are blocked. The symbol
⊤ represents a singleton containing the top-level type (such as Object in Java).

The try-catch and throw statements have been modeled as expressions
to simplify the operational semantics. Expressions that do not influence the
checked exception flow, such as constructor calls, are represented by their type
(T). Such expressions evaluate to arbitrary values of type T.

3.3. The Typing Environment and α-Renaming

To simplify the formalization, we assume that α-renaming has been applied
to give all variables in the program a unique name. The special this variable
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sub(x) = {x} sub(t.m(e)) = {t.m(e)} ∪ sub(t) ∪ sub(e) sub(T ) = {T}

sub(throw e) = {throw e} ∪ sub(e)

sub(try {e} catch (T x) {e}) = {try {e} catch (T x) {e}} ∪ sub(e) ∪ sub(e′)

sub({EDi}) =
⋃

i sub(EDi) sub((P,B)) = ∅ sub(like t.m(e)) = sub(t.m(e))

len(e) = |sub(e)|

Figure 8: Basic functions for expressions.

will be augmented with the name of the surrounding class. For example, in class
A, the this variable will be thisA after renaming.

Because of the renaming, we can assume that there is a single globally ac-
cessible typing environment for the entire program. Otherwise, the typing en-
vironment would have to be included as an argument in most functions and
operators. Because only very few functions and operators actually need the
environment it would clutter the presentation too much. The other functions
and operators would simply propagate the environment.

3.4. Well-Formedness, Typing, and Evaluation Rules

Figure 8 shows the basic functions for calculating the subexpressions and
the length of an expression.

Figure 9 shows the most important well-formedness rules with respect to
exception handling for E . The other well-formedness rules are similar to those of
Featherweight Java [4]. An exception clause cannot contain a throw expression
or try-catch expression. While there is no technical reason to forbid this,
it would be very confusing to write a throw or try-catch expression in an
anchored exception declaration. This rule is enforced as a well-formedness rule
to simplify the evaluation rules such that in a method call m(n()) argument n()
can be replaced by the body of n. To ensure soundness, the exception clause
of a method is constrained by the exception clauses of its super methods by
rule WF-Exc-Conformance. Similarly the exceptional behavior of a method is
constrained by its exception clause by rule WF-Exc-Implementation. The �
relation verifies if the left-hand side exception clause conforms to the the right-
hand side exception clause. The IEC function computes an exception clause
that represents the exceptional behavior of the implementation of a method.
Both definitions are explained in detail in Section 4.

Figure 10 shows the essential parts of the semantics of E , which is based on
Featherweight Java. We assume that the class table is globally available. We
also assume that the functions mtype and mbody are defined as in Featherweight
Java, and respectively return the type and body of a method given the names of
a type and a method. A throw expression has the bottom type, and a try-catch
expression has the type of its try expression. The values of the calculus are
types and throw expressions. If a throw expression is encountered during the
evaluation of the target or one of the arguments of a method call, the method
call is discarded, and the throw expression takes its place. If a throw expression
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1. 6 ∃e′ : throw e′ ∈ sub(EC) 2. 6 ∃e′, e′′, T, x : try{e′} catch(T x){e′′} ∈ sub(EC)

WF-ExceptionClause T m(T ′ x) EC {e}

1. T m(T ′ x) EC {e} overrides U m(U ′ x′) EC ′ {e′} 2.EC � EC ′

WF-Exc-Conformance T m(T ′ x) EC {e}

1. IEC (e) � EC

WF-Exc-Implementation T m(T ′ x) EC {e}

Figure 9: The well-formedness rules with respect to exception handling for E.

Typing rules:

Γ ⊢ x : Γ(x) Γ ⊢ throw E :⊥

1.Γ ⊢ e : T 2.Γ, x : E ⊢ e′ : T ′ 3. T ′ <: T

Γ ⊢ try{e} catch(E x){e′} : T

1.Γ ⊢ e : C 2.mtype(C,m) = T ′ → T 3.Γ ⊢ e′ : T ′′ 4. T ′′ <: T ′

Γ ⊢ e.m(e′) : T Γ ⊢ T : T

Subtyping Rules:

T <: T

1. T1 <: T2 2. T2 <: T3

T1 <: T3 ⊥<: T

Most important evaluation rules:

1.mbody(m,T ) = x.e

T.m(T ′) → [T/this, T ′/x]e

1. e → e′′

e.m(e′) → e′′.m(e′)

1. e′1 → e′′

T.m(T ′, e′) → T.m(T ′, e′′, e′i
i∈2..n

)

throw E .m(e′) → throw E T.m(T ′, throw E, e′) → throw E

1. e → e′

throw e → throw e′

1. e → e′′

try{e} catch(T x){e′} → try{e′′}catch(T x){e′}

try{T} catch(T x){e′} → T

1.E <: T
try{throw E} catch(T x){e} → [E/x]e

1.E 6<: T

try{throw E} catch(T x){e} → throw E

Figure 10: Partial semantics for E.
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S E {T} ⇔ ∃ Ti ∈ T : S <: Ti

S 6E {T} ⇔ ¬ S E {T}

T E (P,B) ⇔ T E P ∧ T 6E B

{T} ⊑ {S} ⇔ ∀ Ti ∈ T : Ti E {S}

{T} ⊔ {S} = {T} ∪ {S}

{T} ⊓ {S} = {(T1 ∩ S1), . . . , (T1 ∩ Sm), . . . , (Tn ∩ S1), . . . , (Tn ∩ Sm)}\{•}

Ta ∩ Tb =











Ta if Ta <: Tb

Tb if Tb <: Ta

• otherwise

Figure 11: Operations on sets of types and pairs of sets of types.

is encountered during the evaluation of a try expression, the exception handler
is consulted. If it can handle the exception, the entire try-cache expression is
replaced by the handler. Otherwise, the entire try-catch expression is replaced
by the throw expression.

3.4.1. Sets of Types

Exception types in filter clauses are represented by sets of types. The E

operator denotes that a type is a subtype of an element of a such a set, and
can be thought of as the ∈ operator for normal sets. The ⊓,⊔, and ⊑ operators
correspond to the ∩, ∪, and ⊆ operators for sets, except that the former take
subtyping into account. The definitions of the operations are shown in Fig. 11.

During the analysis, sets of exception types are represented by a pair of sets
of types: (P,B). The first set contains types of exceptions that can be thrown,
while the second set contains types that are blocked. An absolute exception
declaration T in a program is then represented by ({T}, ∅). The second element
of the pair is only non-empty for intermediate results during the expansion
process. This approach makes it possible to correctly analyze the code in Figure
12. The analysis should indicate that any Exception can be thrown except for
IOException, which is denoted by the result ({Exception}, {IOException}).
This allows the type checker to report the catch clause as unreachable.

try{m();} catch (IOException e) {. . . }
m() throws like n() blocking IOException
n() throws Exception;

Figure 12: The analysis should indicate that the catch clause is unreachable.

3.5. Semantics of Anchored Exception Declarations

We define the semantics of anchored exception declarations in Figure 13. The
A function determines which exceptions are allowed by an exception clause. The
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A(EC) =
⋃

n An(EC)

An({ED}) =
⋃

An(ED)
An((P,B)) = {(P,B)}
A0(like t.m(e) E P 6E B) = ∅
An+1(like t.m(e) E P 6E B) = An(Υ(like t.m(e) E P 6E B))
A(t.m(e)) = A(like t.m(e) E ⊤ 6E ∅)

Figure 13: Semantics of anchored exception declarations.

domain of A is restricted to elements from well-typed programs. Because we
allow loops, the function is defined inductively in terms of An. Function An

determines which exceptions are allowed by an exception clause when no more
than n anchored exception declarations have been followed in each analysis
branch. To keep the definitions light-weight, we assume that the class table cls
is a global variable, as in Featherweight Java.

The set of exceptions allowed by an exception clause in n steps is the union
of the sets of exceptions allowed by the individual exception declarations in n
steps. Note that exception types are represented as pairs of sets of types (P,B)
as explained in Section 3.4.1. For an absolute exception declaration, which is an
exception type and thus represented as a pair (P,B), the result is that declaration
itself. An anchored exception declaration does not allow any exceptions after 0
steps. After n+1 steps, an anchored exception declaration allows the exceptions
that its expansion (computed by Υ) allows after n steps.

The expansion function Υ, which is defined in Figure 14, selects the excep-
tion clause of the invoked method using the exc function, updates the filter
clauses using the Φ function, and substitutes the parameters. The definition
of the function is shown in Figure 14. Parameter xi is the formal parameter
corresponding to actual argument ei.

exc(t.m(e)) = exception clause of referenced method

Υ(like t.m(e) E P 6E B) = [t/thisΓ(t), e/x]Φ(exc(t.m(e)), P,B)
Υ(t.m(e)) = Υ(like t.m(e) E ⊤ 6E ∅)

Figure 14: Expansion.

By substituting the parameters and the target, the expansion process inserts
the call-site information into the anchored exception declaration. Because the
types of the actual arguments and the target are subtypes of respectively the
formal parameters and the type that contains the invoked method, a more spe-
cific method may be selected. Since the exception clause of the more specific
method potentially allows less exceptions than the originally referenced method,
a number of checked exceptions may be eliminated.

To determine which exceptions might be thrown by a particular method call
in the implementation, it is treated as an anchored exception declaration with
the default filter clauses (E ⊤ 6E ∅).

In the original paper, the semantics was defined by δ(EC, t.m(e), E), which
indicated whether in the context of call t.m(e), EC allowed exception E. The
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δ function can now be defined as ∃(P,B) ∈ A([t/this, e/x]EC) : E E (P,B).
The filter function Φ, defined in Figure 15, applies the filter clauses P and

B to an exception clause. Propagated exceptions are combined with P using an
intersection. Blocked exceptions are combined with B using a union.

Φ((P ′, B′), P,B) = (P ′ ⊓ P,B′ ⊔B)
Φ(like t.m(e) E P ′ 6E B′, P,B) = like t.m(e) E (P ′ ⊓ P ) 6E (B′ ⊔B)
Φ({ED}, P,B) = {Φ(ED,P,B)}

Figure 15: Filtering.

3.6. An Algorithm for Allowed Exception Analysis in E

Allowed exception analysis is performed by recursively applying expansion
to a method call. The process continues until only exception types are left in
the exception clause. These are the exceptions that can be thrown by that call.

To ensure that the analysis always ends, we use the observation that method
selection, and thus the allowed exception analysis, is only influenced by the
types of the receiver and the actual parameters. We therefore keep a trace of
all anchored exception declarations that have been expanded, but we replace
the receiver and the actual arguments by their types because the expressions
themselves can become arbitrarily long – f(f(f(f(. . . )))) or f().f().f(). . . .

Because the analysis is only influenced by the types of the expression, the
expressions t and a in t.m(a) could be replaced with their respective types. We
chose not to do this because it complicates the definition of Aalg.

Figure 16 shows the definition of Aalg, an algorithm for allowed exception
analysis in E . The domain of Aalg is the same as that of A: it is limited to
elements of well-typed programs. The τ function returns the type of expression
e in the context of class table cls and typing environment Γ. If a loop is de-
tected, the current analysis branch stops because further analysis cannot return
exception types that are not also returned by the analysis of the anchored ex-
ception declaration that produced the trace element that stopped the analysis.
The differences with the original algorithm are marked by a gray background.

Note that in the original paper, Aalg (then called Υrec) flattened the pairs
(P,B) that represent absolute exception declarations. It first removed all prop-
agated types in P that are a subtype of a blocked type in B, and then discarded
B. That way of working, however, makes it impossible to express that any Ex-
ception except for IOException can be thrown.

We now present the most important theorems and lemmas about Aalg. We
do not give detailed proofs for all lemmas and theorems. The detailed proofs are
nearly identical to the proofs for the ClassicJava [5] extension in the technical
report [6].

Theorem 3.1 states that Aalg always terminates, and thus is an algorithm.

Theorem 3.1. In a well-typed program in E, Aalg always terminates.
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Aalg({ED}, {anchor}) =
⋃i=n

i=1 Aalg(EDi, {anchor})

Aalg((P,B), {anchor}) = {(P, B)}

Aalg(like t.m(e) E P 6E B, {anchor}) =

if τ(t).m(τ(e)) E P 6E B ∈ trace then ∅

elseAalg(Υ(like t.m(e) E P 6E B), {like τ(t).m(τ(e)) E P 6E B, anchor} )

Aalg(t.m(a)) = Aalg(like t.m(a) E ⊤ 6E ∅, ∅)

Figure 16: An algorithm for allowed exception analysis.

Proof 1. Because parametric polymorphism is not supported, the number of
types that are valid in a program is finite. Therefore, the trace kept by recursive
expansion will always reach a fixed point, ensuring that the analysis will end.
x �

Lemma 3.2 states that the allowed exception analysis of two anchored ex-
ception declarations is the same if they reference the same method with targets
and arguments of the same type. As a result the algorithm can keep a trace
and stop a branch if no new results can be found.

Lemma 3.2. ∀n, ta, tb, ea, eb, P,B,m : τ(ta).m(ea) = τ(tb).m(eb) =⇒
An(ta.m(ea) E P 6E B) = An(tb.m(eb) E P 6E B)

Proof 2. The proof follows from the definition of A and the fact that method
selection during expansion depends only on the types of the target and the argu-
ments, and not on their values.x �

Lemma 3.3 states that the set of allowed exception types does not decrease
when additional expansion steps are performed.

Lemma 3.3. A is monotone: ∀n,EC, (P,B) : (P,B) ∈ An(EC) =⇒
(P,B) ∈ An+1(EC)

Proof 3. By induction on n. The analysis result for n + 1 steps is the union
of the analysis for n steps and an additional expansion step.x �

Lemma 3.4 states that if an exception type is allowed by A, then that excep-
tion type is either allowed by Aalg, or the trace that is used for the computation
of Aalg blocks the analysis path. In the latter case, the exception type will be
allowed when computing A on the trace.

Lemma 3.4. If EC allows an exception after n expansion steps of A, then for
any trace either EC allows the exception after n expansion steps of Aalg, or the
trace allows the exception after n expansion steps of A.
∀n,EC, (P,B), trace : (P,B) ∈ An(EC) =⇒ (P,B) ∈ Aalg(EC, trace) ∪
An(trace)
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0. safe1.m1(s2)
1. like safe1.m1(s2) E ⊤ 6E ∅ trace = ∅
2. E2, like s2.m2(safe1) E ⊤ 6E ∅ trace = {SafeS1.m1(S2)}
3. E2, like safe1.m1(s2) E ⊤ 6E ∅ trace = {SafeS1.m1(S2),S2.m2(SafeS1)}
4. E2

Figure 17: Recursive expansion of safe1.m(s2).

Proof 4. Proof by induction on n. The only reason why Aalg would not find the
exception pair (P,B) would be when it would stop too soon. That, however, can
only happen if the trace that it was given at the start was sabotaged by inserting
an anchored exception declaration that blocks the analysis path that would lead
to (P,B). Therefore, the allowed exception analysis of that anchored exception
declaration, and thus the trace, would lead to (P,B).x �

Lemma 3.5 is the dual of Lemma 3.4. It states that if Aalg finds the result,
A will find the result as well.

Lemma 3.5. If Aalg completes after n expansion steps, given exception clause
EC and any trace, its result is a subset of A(EC).
∀n,EC, trace : Aalg(EC, trace) ⇓n X =⇒ X ⊆ A(EC)

Proof 5. Proof by induction on n. Because the actual analysis done by Aalg

and A is the same, and A includes the results for any number of expansion
steps, it follows that A will find every exception pair that Aalg finds.x �

Theorem 3.6 states that Aalg is equal to A.

Theorem 3.6. Aalg is an allowed exception analysis.
∀EC : Aalg(EC) = A(EC)

Proof 6. The proof follows directly from applying Lemma 3.4 with an empty
trace, and applying Lemma 3.5.x �

3.6.1. Example

Fig. 17 shows the analysis for method call safe1.m(s2) of Fig. 6. For each
step, the figure shows the method call or anchored exception declaration that
is currently being analyzed, along with the current trace, and the result of
the analysis. Because the involved exception clauses have only one anchored
exception declaration, the analysis consists of a single branch. Therefore, in
each step except the last one, the result equals the result of the next step. The
analysis stops when safe1.m1(s2) is about to be expanded a second time, and
shows that safe1.m1(s2) can throw exception E2.
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4. Modular Exception Conformance Analysis

In this section, we present a modular and sound conformance algorithm for
anchored exception declarations in E . If exception clause ECa never allows an
exception when it is not allowed by ECb when given the same argument values,
we say that ECa conforms to ECb.

The exception conformance analysis verifies two properties with respect to
exceptions. First, it verifies that the body of a method cannot throw an excep-
tion if that is not allowed by its exception clause. Second, it verifies that the
exception clause of a method does not allow an exception if it is not allowed by
the exception clauses of the overridden methods.

4.1. The Implementation Exception Clause

To verify that the implementation of a method conforms to the exception
clause of that method, the type checker generates an exception clause that
represents the exceptional behavior of the implementation. It then verifies that
the generated exception clause, which is called the implementation exception
clause, conforms to the declared exception clause of the method.

The algorithm to compute the implementation exception clause is similar to
the encounters function of Robillard and Murphy [7], and is shown in Fig. 18.
We only give the definitions for the elements that influence the exception flow.

Ψ(throw e) = {(τ(e), (τ(e), ∅))} ∪Ψ(e)

Ψ(t.m(e)) = {(E, like t.m(e) E E)|E E Aalg(t.m(e))} ∪Ψ(t) ∪
(

⋃

Ψ(e)
)

Ψ(try{e} catch(E′ x′){e′}) = {(E,ED)|(E,ED) ∈ Ψ(e) ∧ E 6<: E′} ∪Ψ(e′)

strip({(E1, ED1), . . . , (En, EDn)}) = {ED1, . . . , EDn}

IEC (e) = strip(Ψ(e))

IEC (T m(X x) EC {e}) = IEC (e)

Figure 18: Calculation of the implementation exception clause.

Function Ψ returns a set of pairs containing the type of a checked excep-
tion and an exception declaration. The exception declaration represents a part
of the exceptional behavior of the implementation, while the exception type is
used to filter pairs when an exception handler is encountered. For a checked
exception that is raised directly, the pair contains the static type of the excep-
tion as its first and second element. For a checked exception originating from
a method invocation, the first element is the static type of the exception, and
the second element is an anchored exception declaration containing the method
invocation and a filter clause propagating only that type of exception. Adding
multiple pairs that propagate only a single exception simplifies the formula for
exception handlers. Once the set is constructed for the method body, the imple-
mentation exception clause can be obtained by constructing an exception clause
that contains the exception declaration of each pair. Note that the algorithm
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ECa � ECb ⇔ ∀n : ECa �n ECb

ECa �n ECb

m
∀ (Pa, Ba) ∈ ECa : ∀E ∈ Pa : E 6E Ba =⇒ (1)

∃(Pb, Bb) ∈ ECb : Φ((Pa, Ba), E, ∅) � (Pb, Bb)
∧ ∀ anchora ∈ ECa : ∀E : ∃(P,B) ∈ A(anchora) : E ∈ P =⇒ (2)

∃ anchorb ∈ ECb : Φ(anchora, E, ∅) � anchorb (2.a)
∨ n > 0 ⇒ Φ(Υ(anchora), E, ∅) �n−1 ECb (2.b)

Figure 19: The exception conformance relation �.

does not always yield the least upper bound since the function for try-catch
blocks discards anchor relations when an exception is explicitly propagated in
a handler.

4.2. Exception Conformance Analysis

For an exception clause ECa to conform with ECb, ECa may basically differ
from ECb in three ways. First, it can remove a type or anchored exception
declaration. Second, it can add a type that is a subtype of a type in ECb.
Third, it can add an anchored exception declaration if its expansion conforms
to ECb.

For the conformance analysis between exception clauses ECa and ECb of
different methods, we replace the names of the formal parameters in ECa with
those of the method corresponding to ECb. This is allowed because formal
parameter types are invariant, and corresponding formal parameters receive the
same argument value at run-time.

Figure 19 defines the conformance relation � for exception clauses. Again,
we use an inductive definition because of possible loops in the expansion process.
Note that n ≥ 0.

The first condition (1) is equivalent to the traditional exception conformance
rule for checked exceptions. It ensures that every exception type allowed by
an absolute declaration of ECa is also allowed by an absolute declaration of
ECb. The quantification ∀E ∈ Pa : E 6E Ba makes sure that every exception
type in Pa that is not completely blocked (a subtype of a type in Ba) is an-
alyzed separately. Without this approach ({E1,E2},∅) would not conform to
({E1},∅),({E2},∅). Note that partially blocked types such as IOException in
({Exception},{IOException}) are ignored, since conformance must be checked
anyway for Exception.

For an anchored exception declaration anchora (2), there are two cases in
which it is valid. Again, we quantify over the types returned by the allowed
exception analysis.

First, anchora is valid if there exists an anchorb in ECb such that anchora
conforms to anchorb (case 2.a). Conformance between anchored exception dec-
larations is defined below. Intuitively, it means that both the call expressions
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and the filter clauses of anchora are equivalent to or more specific than those
of anchorb.

Second, an anchored exception declaration is valid if the exception clause
that results from its expansion conforms to ECb (case 2.b). This case allows
a method to delegate the exceptional behavior to any method, as long as that
method does not allow more exceptions than ECb if the same call-site infor-
mation is inserted. For example, this allows a method to replace an exception
type by an anchored exception declaration that allows that exception type, or a
number of its subtypes. The absolute declaration states that the exception can
always be thrown, while the anchored declaration states that they can only be
thrown if a particular method throws them.

4.2.1. Conformance of Exception Declarations

Fig. 20 shows the conformance checks for absolute exception declarations
and anchored exception declarations. In case of absolute exception declarations,
the type checker verifies that the set of exceptions allowed by the left-hand
declaration is a subset of that of the right-hand side. For anchored exception
declarations, the type checker verifies that the filter clause of anchora is stronger
than that of anchorb, and that the method expression of anchora conforms to
that of anchorb. The latter check ensures that anchorb references the same
method as anchora, or one of the overridden methods.

(Pa, Ba) � (Pb, Bb) ⇔ (Pa −Ba) ⊑ (Pb −Bb)

like ta.ma(ea) E Pa 6E Ba � like tb.mb(eb) E Pb 6E Bb

m
ta.ma(ea) � tb.mb(eb) ∧ (Pa, Ba) � (Pb, Bb)

Figure 20: Conformance of exception declarations.

Fig. 21 shows the conformance check for expressions. Because throw and
try-catch expressions cannot be part of an exception clause, they are omit-
ted. Basically, the expressions must be syntactically equal, except for the places
where eb contains a type name. At those places, ea may have any expression,
as long as its type is a subtype of the corresponding type name in eb. A vari-
able conforms only to itself. As mentioned before, names of formal parameters
in the left-hand side exception clause are substituted before doing the confor-
mance analysis between exception clauses of different methods. The rule for
this expresses that the left-hand side must be defined in the same class as the
right-hand side, or a subclass.

The syntactic equivalence in the conformance rules for expressions ensures
that the conformance relation holds under any valid parameter substitution. As
a result, expressions cannot be replaced by their types during the analysis.
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e � T ⇔ τ(e) <: T

thisA � thisB ⇔ A <: B

xa � xb ⇔ xa = xb

ta.ma(ea) � tb.mb(eb) ⇔ ma = mb ∧ ta � tb ∧ ea � eb

Figure 21: Conformance of expressions.

4.3. A Stop Condition for Exception Conformance Analysis

The definition of the conformance relation is not in the form of an algorithm.
To obtain an algorithm, we need a suitable stop condition for the recursive
conformance checks. We now propose a conformance algorithm and show that
it decides the conformance relation.

There are two ways in which an expression of an anchored exception decla-
ration influences the outcome of the conformance analysis. First, the expression
determines which methods are analyzed. Second, the expression can cause the
analysis to stop if there is a direct conformance match with an anchored excep-
tion declaration of the right-hand side. Because of the syntactical equivalence
in the conformance check for expressions, type information alone does not suf-
fice to determine when the analysis can stop. But not all information in the
expression is required to determine conformance between expressions.

The size of the expressions of the right-hand size exception clause is finite
because that exception clause is always written in the program. We also know
from the definition of � that if ea � eb then ea can only differ from eb at places
where eb contains a type (T) as a subexpression. Therefore, if ea � eb and ea
is larger than eb, then it follows from the definition of � that a part of ea must
match a type T in eb. This observations leads to the stop condition.

To determine whether an analysis branch can stop, we keep a trace of com-
pressions of anchored exception declarations that have already been analyzed.
The compression of an anchored exception declaration is the same anchored
exception declaration where the irrelevant (sub)expressions have been replaced
by their types. A (sub)expression ea is irrelevant if all (sub)expressions eb of
the right-hand side exception clause for which ea � eb are types. Note that this
means that ea is irrelevant if there is no such eb.

Figure 22 shows the compression function κ. The compression happens in
the else branch for method calls. Infinitely growing targets (a().a().a(). . . a() )
and arguments (a(a(a(a(. . . ))))) are compressed to their types.

Lemma 4.1 states that the size of the compression of an expression is limited
by the longest expression of the right-hand side exception clause.

Lemma 4.1. The compression of an expression cannot be longer than the
longest expression in the exception clause used as a reference for compression,
or length 1 if that exception clause contains no anchored exception declaration.
len(κ(ea, ECb)) ≤ max(len(sub(ECb)), 1)
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κ(like t.m(e), ECb) = like κ(t, ECb).m(κ(e, ECb))
κ(T,ECb) = T
κ(x,ECb) = if ∃xb ∈ sub(ECb) : x � xb then x else Γ(x)
κ(t.m(e), ECb) = if ∃tb.m(eb) ∈ sub(ECb) : t.m(e) � tb.m(eb)

then κ(t, ECb).m(κ(e, ECb)) else τ(t.m(e))

Figure 22: Compression of anchored exception declarations.

Proof 7. This follows directly from the definition of κ. �

Lemma 4.2. In a well-typed program, the number of different compressed an-
chored exception declarations with respect to a single exception clause EC is
finite.
∀EC : ∃n : ∀e : |{e′|e′ = κ(e, EC)}| ≤ n

Proof 8. We know that the size of the compression is limited in size by the
longest expression in the exception clause. We also know that in a well-typed
program, the length of the longest expression in EC is finite, and that the num-
ber of types is finite. Therefore, the number of different compressed anchored
exception declarations with respect to EC is finite. �

4.4. An Algorithm for Exception Conformance Analysis in E

Fig. 23 shows the new conformance verification algorithm �alg. Before
expanding an anchored exception declaration, the algorithm checks if its com-
pression is already in the trace. If that is the case, the current analysis branch
is stopped without indicating an error. Otherwise, the anchored exception dec-
laration is expanded, and the analysis continues.

ECa �alg ECb ⇔ ∅ ⊢ ECa �alg ECb

trace ⊢ ECa �alg ECb

m
∀ (P a, Ba) ∈ ECa, ∀ E ∈ Pa : E 6E Ba =⇒ (1)
∃(Pb, Bb) ∈ ECb : Φ((Pa, Ba), E, ∅) � (Pb, Bb)

∧ ∀ anchora ∈ ECa : ∀ E : ∃(P,B) ∈ A(anchora, E) : E ∈ P =⇒ (2)
∃ anchorb ∈ ECb : Φ(anchora, E, ∅) � anchorb (2.a)

∨ κ(anchora, ECb) 6∈ trace =⇒ (2.b)
{κ(anchora, ECb)} ∪ trace ⊢ Φ(Υ(anchora), E, ∅) �alg ECb

Figure 23: An algorithm for exception conformance verification in E.

We mentioned before that expressions cannot be replaced by their types
because of the direct conformance verification (case 2.a). It is, however, allowed
to replace an expression by its compression relative to ECb. After all, only
subexpressions that cannot affect the conformance verification are removed. We
chose not to do this to keep �alg as similar to � as possible.
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4.4.1. �alg is an Allowed Exception Analysis

Lemma 4.3 states that if two anchored exception declarations have the same
compression with respect to some exception clause EC, they have equal confor-
mance results after n expansion steps.

Lemma 4.3.
∀n : ∀anchora, anchorb :
κ(anchora, EC) = κ(anchorb, EC) ⇒ anchora �n EC ⇔ anchorb �n EC

Proof 9. Proof by induction on n. From the definition of κ and the fact that
both compressions are identical, it follows that all subexpressions that matter
for the conformance checks with EC are identical. Therefore, the conformance
checks of both anchored exception declarations with respect to EC will have the
same result. �

For the next lemma, we need a more strict version of 6�n. Relation ECa 6�!n

ECb holds if a problem is detected after exactly n expansion steps.
ECa 6�!n ECb ⇔ ((n > 0 ⇒ ECa �n−1 ECb) ∧ ¬ECa �n ECb)

Lemma 4.4 states that if the trace is not sabotaged, then it does not influence
the analysis result. A trace would be sabotaged if it would contain the com-
pression of an anchored exception declaration for which a problem is detected
after less than n expansion steps. If the conformance check between ECa and
ECb fails after exactly n steps, a sabotaged trace could make the analysis stop
before the problem is detected.

Lemma 4.4.

∀n : ∀trace :

















(∀anchor : κ(anchor) ∈ trace =⇒ anchor �n ECb)
∧

ECa 6�!n ECb





⇓
trace ⊢ ECa 6�alg ECb













Proof 10. By induction on n.

1. n = 0. Because no anchor can end in a failure after 0 expansion steps
(anchor �0 ECb is trivially true), we must prove that ECa 6�0 ECb ⇒
trace ⊢ ECa 6�alg ECb. This follows directly from the definitions of �alg

and � since they are identical if no expansion is done.

2. n > 0. The induction hypothesis is:

(∀anchor : κ(anchor) ∈ trace =⇒ anchor �n ECb) ∧ ECa 6�!n ECb

⇓
trace ⊢ ECa 6�alg ECb

We must prove that this holds for n+1. Since the conformance check does
not fail immediately (n > 0), and �alg and �n are identical for the direct
checks, there must be at least one anchora ∈ ECa that leads to a failure
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after n + 1 expansion steps in relation �. We must now prove that �alg

will follow that path, and lead to the correct result.
First we prove that �alg follows anchora. The precondition states that if
its compressed form was in the trace, the following property should hold:
anchora �n+1 ECb, which contradicts the fact that it fails after n + 1
expansion steps. Therefore, anchora will be expanded by �alg.
Next, we must prove that the result of �alg following anchora leads to a
failure. From ECa 6�!n+1 ECb, it follows for every anchora ∈ ECa that
leads to a failure after n+1 expansion steps that: Φ(Υ(anchora), E, ∅) 6�!n

ECb. We can now apply the induction hypothesis to the resulting exception
clause, which fails after n expansion steps, provided that we prove that the
trace is still ok. In other words, we must prove that:

∀anchor : κ(anchor) ∈ (trace ∪ {κ(anchora)}) =⇒ anchor �n ECb

For the elements in the old trace, this is true since they will not even lead
to a failure after n+1 steps. For anchora itself, this is true as it only leads
to failure after n+1 steps. From Lemma 4.3, it follows that the same holds
for all other anchors with the same compressed form as anchora, which
means that according to the induction hypothesis:

trace ∪ {κ(anchora)} ⊢ Φ(Υ(anchora), E, ∅) 6�alg ECb

From the definition of �alg and the fact that there is no direct match for
anchora, it follows that

trace ⊢ ECa 6�alg ECb

�

Theorem 4.5. �alg is an algorithm, and thus always terminates.

Proof 11. This follows directly from Lemma 4.2. �

Theorem 4.6. �alg is an exception conformance analysis.
∀ECa, ECb : ECa �alg ECb ⇐⇒ ECa � ECb.

Proof 12. For the ⇐ case of the equivalence, it follows from the definitions
that if the �alg algorithm finds a contradiction, the � relation will find it as
well. The only possible mismatch between both is �alg stopping too soon.

To prove the ⇒ case of the equivalence, we use the fact that a failure is
always detected by � in a finite number of expansion steps if there is one. In
all other cases, the relation is false. We must therefore still prove that:

∀n : ECa 6�!n ECb ⇒ ∅ ⊢ ECa 6�alg ECb

This follows directly from Lemma 4.4 because the empty trace cannot contain
a compressed anchored exception declaration that will change the outcome of
�alg.x �
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4.4.2. Exception Conformance Analysis is Sound

In this section, we prove that the exception conformance analysis is sound.
For exceptions, this means that the evaluation of a method call never results
in an exception if that exception is not by the exception clause of that method
when inserting the run-time arguments.

Lemma 4.7. In a well-typed, well-formed program, substitution preserves the
conformance relation. Let x and y be the free variables in ECa and ECb, let the
types of x and y be the same, and let e be expressions whose types are subtypes
of the types of x and y. ECa � ECb =⇒ [e/x]ECa � [e/y]ECb

Proof 13. The proof follows from using �alg instead of � and applying induc-
tion on the number of expansion steps.x �

Lemma 4.8. In a well-typed, well-formed program, conformance between ex-
ception clauses implies a subset relation for the allowed exceptions.
ECa � ECb =⇒ A(ECa) ⊑ A(ECb)

Proof 14. The proof follows from using Aalg instead of A and �alg instead of
� and applying induction on the number of expansion steps.x �

Lemma 4.9. In a well-typed, well-formed program, the implementation excep-
tion clause of an expression after substitution gives a more specific result than
applying substitution to the computation of the implementation exception clause.
Let x be the free variables in e, and let e′ be expressions whose types are subtypes
of the types of x.
IEC([e′/x]e) � [e′/x]IEC(e)

Proof 15. From the definition of the implementation exception clause, it fol-
lows directly that the only difference between both clauses are a) the filter clauses
of the anchored exception declarations and b) the number of anchored exception
declarations. In the left-hand side they have been computed using more spe-
cific targets and arguments in the method calls. The left-hand side may have
more or less anchored exception declarations than the right-hand side, but for
each anchored exception declaration in the left-hand side, there is at least one
anchored exception declaration in the right-hand side whose filters allow more.
As a result, the left-hand side exception clause conforms to the right-hand side
exception clause.

Lemma 4.10. In a well-typed, well-formed program, the implementation ex-
ception clause is an upper bound for the run-time behavior. ∀n, e : e →n

throw E =⇒ E E A(IEC(e))

Proof 16. Proof by induction on n. For throw E, the proof follows immedi-
ately. For T.m(T ′), we perform the evaluation step, and one expansion step of
A. The proof then follows by induction. For x and T the proof is straightfor-
ward since they cannot evaluate to an exception. For the other cases, the proof
follows from straightforward induction.x �
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EC [a/p]EC A([a/p]EC)

IEC(b) [a/p]IEC(b) A([a/p]IEC(b))

IEC([a/p]b) A(IEC([a/p]b))

[a/p]b →∗ throw E

E

(WF) � �

(4.9) �

⊑

⊑

E

(4.8)

(4.8)

(4.7)

(4.10)

Figure 24: Schema for compile-time safety proof.

Theorem 4.11 (Soundness). In a well-typed, well-formed program, a method
call cannot throw unexpected exceptions at run-time. Let x be the parameters of
a method in class C with body b. Let T be the actual arguments whose types are
subtypes of the parameter types. Let the type of the receiver be D <: C.

[T/x, thisD/thisC ]b →
∗
throw E =⇒ E E A([T/x, thisD/thisC ]EC)

Proof 17. To keep the proof readable, we assume that [a/p] =
[T/x, thisD/thisC ]. Figure 24 shows how the different lemmas are used
in the proof. From the well-formedness rules, it follows that the implementation
exception clause of the invoked method (IEC) conforms to the exception
clause of that method (EC): IEC(b) � EC. From Lemma 4.7 it follows
that that relation is preserved after substitution of the run-time arguments:
[a/p]IEC(b) � [a/p]EC. From Lemma 4.9, it follows that if the substitution is
done before computing the implementation exception clause, the result allows
fewer exceptions: IEC([a/p]b) � [a/p]IEC(b). Because of Lemma 4.8, we know
that both of the relations imply subset relations the for allowed exception analy-
sis of the respective exception clauses: A(IEC([a/p]b)) ⊑ A([a/p]IEC(b)) and
A([a/p]IEC(b)) ⊑ A([a/p]EC). Finally, Lemma 4.10 shows that if the method
call results in an exception, the implementation exception clause will have
predicted it, given the run-time arguments as context: E E A(IEC([a/p]b)).
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4.5. Extending E

Host language E supports only a small number of features as its only purpose
is to define a modular algorithm for analysis of anchored exception declarations.
We now discuss how two significant language features can be added: syntactic
overloading and parametric polymorphism (call generics in Java).

4.5.1. Syntactic Overloading

Syntactic overloading [2], which is used in languages such as Java and C#,
allows a class to have methods whose signatures differ only in their argument
types, such as foo(Object) and foo(A). There is no relation between these meth-
ods, and they behave as if they have completely different names. The compiler
decides at compile-time which of them is invoked by foo(e) based on the static
type of e. Therefore, care must be taken to ensure that parameter substi-
tution does not cause the exc function to return the exception clause of the
wrong method. For example, suppose that method m has parameter o with
type Object. Suppose further that the throws clause of m is throws like

foo(o). The analysis of m(a), where a has static type A, will replace o in the
exception clause, resulting in like foo(a). Because the code will always select
foo(Object), the exc function must do so as well. Therefore, the exc function
should select the signature based on the static types of the original expressions
in the anchored exception declaration. The most specific method with that sig-
nature must then be selected using the types of the actual arguments. This
ensures that call-site information is still taken into account in a safe manner.

4.5.2. Parametric Polymorphism

Currently, our analysis does not support parametric polymorphism, also
called generics in Java. Discussing the details is not in the scope of this paper,
but adding parametric polymorphism turns the allowed exception analysis into
a Turing machine. The instructions of the machine would be exception clauses,
and the evaluation would be the expansion function, which is applied recur-
sively during the analysis. Remember that allowed exception analysis always
ends because there are only a finite number of types in E . Adding parametric
polymorphism invalidates this assumption as the natural numbers can then be
encoded as types: Succ < Succ < Succ < . . . < Zero > . . . >>>. By writ-
ing particular exception clauses, such types can be used to implement a Turing
machine.

It is important to note that the undecidability is caused by the flexibility of
anchored exception declarations, and not by the generics mechanism of Java.
In fact, there are strong indications that subtyping in Java with generics is
decidable [8]. But even in Featherweight Generic Java, which does not support
variance and has a decidable type system, the allowed exception analysis can
emulate a Turing machine [6].

Although Java also imposes restrictions on its exception handling features
with respect to generics, the cause of these restrictions is completely different.
In Java, exception classes cannot contain generic parameters because they are
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class SuperS1{
void m1() throws E1, E2;

}
class S1 extends SuperS1{
S2 s2() {...}
void m1() throws E1,

like this.s2().m2();
}

class S2{
S1 s1() {...}
void m2() throws E2,

like this.s1().m1();
}

1. E1, like this.s2().m2() trace={}
2. E1,E2, like this.s2().s1().m1() trace={S2.m2()}
3. E1,E2, like this.s2().s1().s2().m2() trace={S2.m2(), S1.m1()}

Figure 25: Example of exception conformance analysis.

erased by the compiler. As such, the virtual machine cannot make a distinction
between two catch clauses with the same base exception type and different
actual type arguments, such as Exc<A> and Exc<B>.

To support parametric polymorphism, we must impose additional restric-
tions anchored exception declarations. Since we know of no reasonable code
example where decidability would cause a problem, our plan is to reduce the
expressiveness of anchored exception declarations. For example, one restriction
that we are experimenting with is to forbid expressions whose type would have
a deeper nesting than any of the input parameters. Such a restriction would
essentially remove an instruction from the execution machine such that it is no
longer Turing complete. Proving the correctness of this technique, however, is
a topic of future work.

4.6. Example

Figure 25 shows an example of the exception conformance analysis. The ex-
ample is similar to that of Figure 6, only now the strategy objects use getters to
access each other. This way, the anchored exception declarations keep growing
in size during the analysis. We verify if the exception clause of S1.m1() con-
forms to that of SuperS1.m1(). Because the overridden exception clause (E1,
E2) contains no anchored exception declarations, the compression of both like
this.s2().m2(), and like this.s2().s1().s2().m2() is S2.m2(). Therefore, �alg can
stop after step 3, since the analysis result will be the same as the analysis result
of the previous passage. Since there are no other branches, �alg concludes that
the exception clause of S1.m1() conforms to that of Super1.m2().

5. Related Work

There has been a lot of work on exception flow analysis. We first describe the
different approaches, and then compare them to our work. Every approach uses
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a different mechanism to track the dependencies between methods or functions,
and automatically infers the exception clause of every method.

Many exception flow analyses augment the type system of the underly-
ing programming language with information about the exceptions that can be
thrown by a particular language construct [9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16]. The
analyses differ in their representation of the inferred exception clauses, and the
speed and precision of the analysis, but the principle is always the same. To
track the dependencies between methods or functions, they insert type vari-
ables of the invoked method or function into the exceptional type of the invok-
ing method or function. Glynn et al. augment the type system with boolean
constraints in order to track these dependencies [17].

Another approach exception flow analysis based on control flow graphs [18,
19]. The normal and exceptional control flow of each method are encoded in
graph. The nodes in these graphs are the source location that influence the
exception flow, such as try blocks and catch blocks, and two special nodes that
represent the normal and exception termination of the method. The edges in
the graph represent either a transition in the normal control flow, or a transition
because of an exception. The interprocedural exception flow is then analysed
by creating edges between the graphs of the involved methods. The analysis
connects the exceptional exit node of the invoked method to nodes representing
exception handlers or exit node of the invoking method. These connections
represent the dependencies between methods.

Robillard and Murphy [7] developed a language-independent model for ana-
lyzing the exception flow in object-oriented programs, along with a tool specifi-
cally for Java. Their analysis is similar to that of Schaefer and Bundy [20]. They
use functions instead of type variables to incorporate the exceptional behavior
of other methods. They also discuss the cost of modifying the exception clause
of a method, and the use of unchecked exceptions as a result. In [21], they show
that the difficulty in determining all exceptional conditions in advance gives rise
to the need for evolution of the exceptional behavior of a method.

The most important difference between the approaches mentioned above
and anchored exception declaration is a methodological difference. Just like
normal return types in statically typed object-oriented languages, anchored ex-
ception declarations follow the principle of behavioral subtyping [22], which is
also known as the Liskov Substitution Principle. After all, both the exceptional
and normal return types of a method are postconditions that are enforced by
the type system. The exception clause is an explicitly written upper bound for
the exceptional behavior of a method. This exception clause is often less precise
than an automatically inferred exception clause, but it allows the type checker to
gives modular exception safety guarantees. It is well-known that modularity is a
crucial property for developing large-scale software systems. The expressiveness
of the inferred exception clauses of the above approaches is equal to that of ours,
disregarding minor details. But the automatically inferred exception clause of
the other approaches will be as tight as possible. Not only does this automati-
cally expose all implementation details with respect to exceptions to the client.
It also means that when a new method is added, the exceptional specification
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of existing methods may change. For example, in isolation, an abstract method
will have an empty exception clause because there is no method body. But as
soon as a class is added that implements the method, all exceptions thrown by
the latter method are added to the exception clause of the abstract method.
This in turn can cause changes in all methods that directly or indirectly invoke
the abstract method. As a result, modular reasoning is not possible.

An uncaught exception analysis, however, remains useful. It can be used to
obtain a more precise analysis of a particular closed program, and thus exclude
some exceptions that our approach cannot exclude due to exception clauses that
are too loose for that particular program.

6. Conclusion

The original algorithms for allowed exception analysis and exception confor-
mance analysis for anchored exception declarations could not deal with loops.
This caused two problems: the type check was not modular and anchored ex-
ception declarations could not be used in mutual recursions.

In this paper, we presented algorithms that can deal with loops in the expan-
sion process in a language without parametric polymorpishm. Both algorithms
keep a trace of all information that can still influence the outcome of the analy-
sis. For the allowed exception analysis, the type of the target and arguments of
an anchored exception declaration are stored. For the exception conformance
analysis, all subexpressions that cannot match an exception clause are com-
pressed. These new algorithms allow modular verification of exception safety
for anchored exception declarations.
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